
 

The Apical Coll de la Sitja - Ancestral

2018 
DO: No DO.

Varieties: Over 35 years old Macabeu, Llorenç del Penedès,

Tarragona.Ecological agriculture not certified.

Year: 2018

Alcohol content: 12% vol.

Harvest: Manual

Vinification: Monovarietal  of  Macabeu  is  elaborated  according  to  the  Ancestral

method.

Which is the oldest art in producing sparkling wines: the fermentation of the must of

Macabeu starts in an open stainless steel tank  and kept at a constant temperature (13-

16ºC);  At the end of fermentation,  with a low density,  it  is   bottled with a cap and

shutter to end the fermentation in the bottle and consequently start  making the foam.

Bottling: September 2018.

Disgorgement: After about five months of  bottling,  with periodic  tasting controls  to

avoid  reductions,  manual  disgorgement,  to  separate  the  solid  parts  of  the  wine

resulting from fermentation (lees and secondary products).

Corked with a cork stopper to keep aging and get a fine and elegant bubble. Then

stand in  static cladding..

Aging: A total of 5 months of aging in the bottle with its bottle cap and in contact with

its lees, and a later longer aging with a cork stopper.

Production: Limited production of 887 bottles.It is the most natural L'Apical wine. No

type of sulphite, clarification or other external products, or any filtration process, has

been added to any of its production process.

Tasting notes: Pale yellow sparkling wine, with greenish colour tints that already indicate

youth, clean and bright, agile topped glasses, with a nice, thin, pleasant bubble.

Good aromatic intensity, marked at all times by notes of fresh white fruit such as apple or

pear, on an ample floral background of white and aniseed flowers. Very clean and fresh to

nose.

In palate, we enjoy a sweet entry, a clean mouth with a high fruit load , a joyful and thin

bubble  that  gives  us  a  shy  volume,  and  a  marked  but  pleasant  acidity  that  provides

freshness. Dry, long finish and gastronomic bitterness.



Service  temperature:  we advise  you  to  taste  it  cold,  between  8  and  10ºC;  At  this

temperature,  it  will  allow appreciation of  all  the aromatic  characteristics  derived from the

aging and from this variety.

Pairing: The apical Coll de la Sitja Ancestral 2018 is a very versatile sparkling wine

gastronomically: perfect for all kinds of cold starters and tapas such as prawn cocktail,

carpaccio, pâtés, salads, sushi ... but also very easy to combine with fish and seafood

such as tatakis, grilled octopus, oysters ... and even all kinds of vegetables, smoked

food and cheeses, until you reach desserts. Great power to degrease the palate and

very digestive bubble. Its elegance and pleasure on the palate make it  very apt for

drinks and toasting.

Final impression of the wine makers : a great reflection of the attitude and passion of two

young producers towards a variety, the Macabeu; a territory, the Penedès; a climate, the

Mediterranean.

The most exciting wine to make, a mystery until it was corked. L’Apical most natural bubble.

 

For more information, visit our website: www.lapical.cat / info@lapical.cat
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